
Facilitating crowdsourcing and citizen participation in 
local elections through digital tools

 
Research shows that:  

 
Crowdsourcing is one of the most 

appropriate, accessible, and affordable 
methods for election monitoring 

 
The widespread use of mobile phones in 

developing democracies has contributed to 
crowdsourcing 

Citizen participation through 
crowdsourcing detects election 

irregularities and increases transparency 
and monitoring credibility 

Crowdsourcing: an affordable and democratic way 

to monitor elections
Crowdsourcing provides one of the most affordable means 
to monitor elections and access active political and demo-
cratic processes. However, to increase citizen participation, 
crowdsourcing activities have to be decentralized and al-
low for more people on the ground in various locations to 
ease information verification and access better reporting.
Therefore, election management authorities, election moni-
toring organizations, and political parties that wish to pro-
mote a democratic society should promote crowdsourcing 
in local election monitoring. Crowdsourcing favors citizen 
participation that increases election credibility, informa-
tion reliability, real-time and space reporting, and enhances 
transparency. These are indispensable values in any demo-
cratic society, and they all come cheaper with technology. 

Digital technology increases citizen participation 
Research shows that the widespread nature of digital tech-
nologies, especially mobile phones in developing demo-
cracies, has contributed to crowdsourcing and facilitates 
citizen participation in election monitoring. How? Digital 
technology tools allow citizens to participate in local and 
global movements and coordinate citizen participation 
in election monitoring by sharing positive and negative 
electoral incidents. Meaning that, in virtual spaces, citizens 
can meet and discuss the ongoing election and share how 
they think the process can be improved. Citizens hence be-
come more engaged, and a free and fair election is ensu-
red. The use of digital tools to facilitate crowdsourcing and 
citizen participation thereby applies to Article 21(1) of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948: “everyo-
ne has the right to take part in the governance of his/her 
country, directly or through freely chosen representatives.” 

The shift to social media: an opportunity that needs 
to be utilized 
Election monitoring agencies should seize available oppor-
tunities by devising more attractive campaigns and systems 
to communicate and report on election matters instantly. By 
doing so, citizen’s trust in election monitoring agencies in-
creases. Furthermore, citizens get more active and engaged 
when they feel democratically included. The 2014 local elec-
tion in Tanzania is one example where citizens became more 
active and engaged by using the most common digital tool 
- the mobile phone. More specifically, the use of social media 
applications contributed to increased participation. As social, 
digital communication tools are emerging as the preferred 
option, phone calling and SMS are becoming inefficient. This 
shift to social media is an opportunity that needs to be uti-
lized by election monitoring agencies. Election monitoring 
organizations should therefore focus on the most accessible 
aspects of digital tools and ensure that citizens are aware of 

how the technology can be used. 
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